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ETF PRESENTS CONCRETE PROPOSALS FOR
UPCOMING ROAD INITIATIVE
MEP D. de Jong offers forum for ETF measures against social dumping
On Tuesday 13 September the European Transport Workers’ Federation (ETF) will
outline, at a press conference in Strasbourg hosted by Dutch MEP Dennis de Jong,
its views related to the enforcement and revision of the EU rules on cabotage and
on access to occupation of road transport operator. The ETF will present tangible
measures to eradicate letter-box companies, to clarify the definition of cabotage,
to ensure that drivers’ rights are respected and to achieve enforcement of posting
of workers and cabotage rules in the sector.
The ETF contribution follows the numerous calls by Transport Commissioner Violeta Bulc
for concrete solutions to tackle social dumping and unfair competition in the EU haulage
market. This is the second set of concrete proposals published by the ETF within the past
year after its very successful publication in September 2015 of a five-action proposal on
how to improve enforcement in the road transport sector.
The European Commission is currently running a public consultation process on 10 EU
directives and regulations applicable to road transport. This will eventually lead to the
launch of a Road Initiative in the first semester of 2017. The ETF will be fully part of the
process, with constructive suggestions and actions to prompt the legislator to address the
poor working conditions of professional drivers and the fraudulent schemes they have
been subject to.
The keen interest of the European Parliament in the social aspects of the road sector has
been of tremendous help. The next-week event in Strasbourg demonstrates its
continuous support.

For more information, please contact Cristina Tilling, ETF Political Secretary for Road Transport,
E-Mail: c.tilling@etf-europe.org, Mobile: +32 478 55 81 35
The ETF represents more than 3.5 million transport workers from more than 230 transport unions and 41 European
countries, in the following sectors: railways, road transport and logistics, maritime transport, inland waterways, civil
aviation, ports & docks, tourism and fisheries.

